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Dear Friend of DPSF,
This year, the Davis-Putter Scholarship Fund has reached an all-time high in the number of applications received from
students organizing, disrupting, being ungovernable. This is good news for our movements as we all find new ways of resisting.
Our trustees are currently interviewing applicants to determine who will be our 2017/18 cohort and our grantees continue their
day to day struggles, which have certainly intensified in the current political climate. So on this May Day, I wanted to share
with you some of the ways our grantees are resisting. This is what their resistance looks like!
Mumia Abu-Jamal has been continuing his PhD work while literally fighting for his life and the lives of 1000’s of
prisoners. In April, the 3rd Circuit Courts ruled that the Pennsylvania DOC was violating the 8th amendment and must
treat all prisoners with Hep C. This is good news and we are all hopeful that the treatment will not be too late.
Zizi Bandera led community outreach, know your rights efforts and developing online tools for immigrants, especially
queer and trans immigrants and those seeking DACA renewals prior to the inauguration.
Tara Belcher is fighting for religious freedom in the Alabama DOC and continues working for restoration of voting
rights, writing in the San Francisco BayView, “Alabama can lead in assuaging the oppression by spearheading change with
a transformation of consciousness which will result in changing the laws that hinder society’s political progress.”
Lydia X. Z. Brown organized countless panels and
actions including the Rebellious Lawyering Conference
and the first ever Disability Intersectionality Summit in
Boston and provided Arabic-language and legal support
at JFK airport following the first Muslim ban.
Johnny Buck mobilized and supported individuals
and caravans from across the nation to protect the Water
and lands of the Standing Rock Sioux through direct
actions and was one of 12 (out of 4800) accepted into the
Harvard Forest Summer Program in Ecology at Harvard
University to strengthen his research activism to further
protect our environment and indigenous communities’
treaty rights.
Lindsey Chen has focused both academic and
organizing efforts with Organization for Prostitution
Survivors working against gender-based violence and
researching how the commercial sex industry is at the
center of gender, racial, and economic oppression.

Andrea Flores (left) organized a massive Inauguration Day
student walk-out in coalition with undocumented, queer, Muslim,
and feminist students, while continuing her work with United
Students Against Sweatshops and Austin Socialist Collective in
the Fight for $15.

Chía Cotansuca joined the production team of The Burning Spear (longest running Black Power newspaper in the
country and the organ of the African People’s Socialist Party) and has written the soon to be published, “From Intersectional
Feminism to African Internationalism.”
Luz Flores organized with the UCLA Justice working group to develop the Underground Scholars Initiative for
formally incarcerated and system impacted students, The Prison Education Program inside the California Institution for
Women and a Center for Justice a movement-building hub focusing on ending overreliance on incarceration at the local,
state and national level.
Amrah Salomon Johnson organized coalitions of Indigenous activists, labor, environmental, faith organizers and
military veterans in San Diego against the Dakota Access Pipeline and in preparation for non-violent direct action against
the Trump inauguration.
Cyree Jarelle Johnson worked with the Harriet Tubman Collective, an international group of Black D/deaf and
disabled activists, artists, writers, thinkers on the inclusion of disability issues in the Movement for Black Lives Policy
Platform.
Mariana Luna is creating installation work on living in a militarized nation
state and racial implications of surveillance using FBI files of Civil Rights leaders,
“communist schools,” Chicano movement leaders, and anti-war activists; juxtaposing
those images with drone footage of BLM actions, recent footage of rallies against
Trump’s administration and policies, and ICE raids happening across the country.
Marco “Mu” Maldonado organized a Restorative Justice event, “A Call To End
Harm,” and will begin his thesis on the history of the Restorative Justice Project at
Graterford Prison, while continuing to lead the Villanova Alumni chapter of Inside
Out Prison Education Program.
Cherise Morris focused on food justice and freedom schools as a nexus of Black
liberation and moderated the Captive Genders Conference at Brown, which brought
together activist-scholars, including a past DPSF grantee, Eric A. Stanley to discuss
the role of art in movements for queer self-determination and prison abolition.
Andrea Perez is leading the Sanctuary Campus Movement at Whittier College,
With heightened ICE activity and and with Poets Organizing Workers’ Economic Rights, planned a “Bread and Roses”
deportations, David Lemus (above) action to show solidarity with campus workers on International Women’s Day.
calls for ICE out of San Francisco!

Yessica Gonzalez (above) led the “pack the courts” actions
for transwomen in detention, including Valeria de la Luz, who is
currently in Santa Ana Jail fighting for asylum, while organizing
the Immigrant Youth Coalition Coming Out of the Shadows
Caravan.

Jake Meier (left) worked with Iraq Veterans Against the
War to protest the atmosphere of hate created by the Trump
campaign and election and to lend solidarity and support to
the Water Protectors of Standing Rock.

Claudia Perez, joining Resilience OC organizers including past grantees Abraham Medina and Carlos Perea, fought to
make Santa Ana a Sanctuary City and is currently working on a #schoolsnotprison campaign.
Jasson Perez led leadership development and political education on movement building history and organizing
traditions within the Black Freedom Movement for Assata’s Daughters, while continuing a scholarly focus on economics
and Abolition Socialism.
Leslie Quintanilla organized, “The Intersectional, Feminist, Queer, Black, Migrant, Undocumented, Muslim,
Indigenous Struggle for a Sustainable Future: An Urgent Post Election Community Dialogue” through Critical Gender
Studies at UC San Diego, which led to the formation of a new Left Coalition.
Loubna Qutami is working with students from the Middle East Student Center, the Students for Justice in Palestine,
the Muslim Student Association, the Afghan Student Association, the UAW 2865, faculty and students to organize a
coalition to combat Islamophobia, anti-Arab racism and repression of Palestinians and Palestine Solidarity student activists.
Dashamelle Robinson joined NYC Anarchist Black Cross, a collective focused on supporting US-held political prisoners
and prisoners of war and opposing state repression against revolutionary social justice movements, while continuing as an
organizer and trainer with COPWATCH to document, deter, and deescalate police interactions.
Nancy Uddin is spearheading an arts and wellness initiative for students of color, has organized social justice workshops,
facilitated safe zone trainings and is compiling social justice jargon/language resource guide to make activism more
accessible.
Ash Stephens developed
a Bail Curriculum on
ending bail and pretrial
detention with the Brooklyn
Community Bail Fund, Law
for Black Lives, Color of
Change, and Southerners
on
New
Ground
to
accompany a docu-series
on Kalief Browder, the
young man who was
arrested in the Bronx, NY
for stealing a back pack
and was held in solitary
confinement.

Gisela Zuniga continues to focus on artivist
collectives in New York City such as the newly formed
Safe Spaces Collective, borne out of the recent election
to uplift the voices of folks marginalized because of
race, gender or sexual orientation.

Your past giving has helped support the crucial work
of these student activists. Will you give generously today to
support the DPSF grantees chosen for 2017/18? Your gift
will directly impact the amount we award in June.
			
							
								
			In Solidarity,

							
			
Carol J. Kraemer, Director

Lupe Salmeron (holding sign) organized with University of
Wisconsin, Madison students to protest the election of Trump,
and show him and his supporters that we will not go back into the
shadows. “My immigration status will not stop me from resisting!”

P.S. You can make your tax deductible donation online
or join our Monthly Movement Building Circle by setting
up a recurring gift at www.davisputter.org. Can you host
a house party fundraiser? Want to support the future of the
Fund with a designated planned gift? Please contact me
at davisputter@davisputter.org.

From Ferguson to Standing Rock
Elizabeth Vega (right) with Artivists StL made 40 solidarity shields
(below) to send to the Standing Rock water protectors. The shields’
construction design was pulled from those created before the nonindictment in the Michael Brown murder in Ferguson to peacefully
protect protesters from batons and pepper spray. Vega wrote, “I am
really proud of this initiative that came as a direct result of connections
we made with Krystal Two Bulls who we met through Lisa Brock
(DPSF Trustee) while at the dynamic With/Out Borders conference in
Kalamazoo, MI. Krystal was mere days out from the front line of the
DAPL protest. We shared stories and experiences about Ferguson and
the shields were mentioned. ‘We need shields with reflective material, so
the cops can see themselves.’ So gleaned out of the shared resilience of
surviving a police state, what was produced was functional, loving art. “
“I think about the shields a lot as I face sentencing for allegedly
wiping pepper spray on the shirt of the St. Louis Chief of Police, charges
I received for merely exercising my constitutional right to protest. This
work will continue to be done by me and so many others.
The movement will continue to grow. The revolution will not
be stopped because too many people are waking up, making
connections and realizing we have nothing to lose but our
chains.” Vega was sentenced to 2 years’ probation, a 5 day
ban from social media and 5 days house arrest complete with
ankle bracelet. When the court gave her the option to beg
for mercy, she stood true to her convictions and the causeshedding light on this “guilty as hell system.”

Davis-Putter Scholarship Fund
Sponsors

Huwaida Arraf, Margaret Burnham, Mina D. Caulfield, Noam Chomsky, Johnnetta B. Cole, Angela Y. Davis,
Chandler Davis, Terry Davis, Quentin Davis, James A. Donaldson, Ed Dubinsky, Lennox S. Hinds, Nancy J. Hodes,
Robin D. G. Kelley, Mel King, Richard C. Lewontin, Jill Nelson, Jan Phillips, Barbara Ransby, Bernice Johnson
Reagon, Paul Schachter, Andrés Torres, Mary Helen Washington.

Trustees

Lisa Brock, Kai M. Green, Carlos Jimenez, Carol J. Kraemer, Beth Rose Middleton Manning, Laura McSpedon,
Luke Patterson, Walter L. Putter, Clarissa Rojas, Felipe Sousa-Rodriguez, Rachel L. Stocking, Gina Velasco, D Pei Wu.

Congratulations to our graduating grantees:

Andrea Flores, BA Psychology, University of Texas, Austin; Mariana Luna, MA, Media and Ethic Studies, The
New School; Andrea Perez, BA History & Global Studies, Whittier College; Claudia Perez, BS in Sociology,
University of California, Irvine; Dashamelle Robinson, MSW, University of Southern California; Nancy
Uddin, BA Journalism, Social and Cultural Analysis, New York University

